
Specificaties

Artikelnummer DEF-REAR-HZ-NW

Prijs Prijzen vanaf € 325,00

Afmetingen Width: 755mm
Height: 456mm

Geschikt voor Land Rover - Land Rover Defender 90 - 110
Land Rover - Land Rover Defender Hard Top 110 3-door
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Tail door halfdrop
window post 2002

Discover the unparalleled ventilation solution for

your Land Rover Defender with Explore Glazing's

revolutionary half-drop window. Developed and

introduced exclusively by Explore Glazing, this

exceptional product delivers unmatched airflow for

your thrilling adventures. Elevate your Land Rover

Defender to new heights of functionality and style

by upgrading with Explore Glazing's remarkable

innovation. Embrace the ultimate ventilation

experience and embark on unforgettable journeys

with confidence.



Tail door halfdrop window post 2002

The half-drop window perfectly matches the dimensions of the original tail door glass, ensuring
seamless integration and effortless restoration of the tail door's original design if desired.

Installation of the window is hassle-free as it fits directly into the original rubber, eliminating the need
for any modifications to the tail door.

Please note that the half-drop window does not include heating functionality and does not come with a
third brake light. To replace the third brake light, you may consider installing an LED brake light above
the window, which is not included with the window.

Crafted from durable aluminum, the window frame is meticulously coated with a high-quality black
industrial powder coating (RAL 9005), offering exceptional resistance to weather-induced
discoloration.

Designed to open vertically from top to bottom, the half-drop window provides optimal ventilation
across the entire width, allowing for a refreshing flow of air within your vehicle.

Equipped with two user-friendly closures, the window offers versatile positions for opening, giving you
full control over the airflow and ventilation options.

Rest assured that the window is built with your safety in mind, featuring 4 mm tempered safety glass
that is ECE 43R and DOT certified. You can choose from two available colors:

Dark grey LT20%
Parsol green LT57%, meticulously selected to match the original Land Rover color.

Experience the perfect combination of functionality, style, and safety with our exceptional half-drop
window for your Land Rover Defender. Upgrade your vehicle today and enjoy the enhanced ventilation
and aesthetic appeal it brings.
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Inbouw

The window dimensions perfectly match those of the original window, ensuring a seamless
replacement process without requiring any modifications to the vehicle's bodywork. 

The Land Rover Defender's tail door comes in two different models, each with its own mounting
method:

For models up to the year 2002, the window is installed using glass retainers.
For models from the year 2002 onwards, the window is installed using a sealing rubber.

The assembly process is straightforward and efficient, allowing for easy installation without any
complications.

Rest assured that the window is securely mounted within the original sealing rubber, providing a
reliable and snug fit.

For detailed instructions on how to remove and install the window, you can download the workshop
manual's removal and installation guide located under the 'prices and guides' section.

Upgrade your Land Rover Defender with confidence, knowing that the window replacement process is
hassle-free and supported by comprehensive instructions. Enjoy the convenience and functionality of
your new window with ease.
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Foto`s
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